
In a reimagined present day, two athletes find
themselves in NYC for World Day—a sporting
event meant to celebrate international peace. 

For years, Sabine was regarded as a tennis legend,
until an act of violence threatened her life and
career. Now, she is determined to stand before the
crowds once again a winner. Sandy is the beloved
star of his hometown baseball team, but a recent
horrific antisemitic crime nearly unravels him. 

Their lives are forever changed when a massive
terrorist attack strikes World Day. As Sabine and
Sandy emerge from this destruction, their journeys
take them across the Atlantic and back again,
where they come to understand how they are each
connected to the attack—connections veiled by
shocking family secrets and geopolitical motivations.
After these revelations, they’ll have to decide if their
love and friendship can bridge a path forward. 

In striking resonance with today’s rising antisemitism,
Amerikaland tells the emotional story of people
battling their histories and charting their own fates. 
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“This book is a home run.”
—Debutiful’s Most Anticipated Debut Books of 2024

“The novel’s panoramic opening evokes that of Don DeLillo’s Underworld...”
—Kirkus Reviews

“This is a wonderful novel, destined to become a cult classic.”
—Daniel Torday, author of BOOMER1 and

two-time winner of the National Jewish Book Award

“...Amerikaland is an accomplishment indeed.”
—Emily Nemens, author of The Cactus League

“Lush and eerily prescient...reminiscent of...Pynchon and DeLillo.”
—Rebecca Renner, author of Gator Country

“A masterful debut!”
—Catherine Adel West, author of The Two Lives of Sara

“...this novel is a glorious achievement...”
—Devin Murphy, national bestselling author of The Boat Runner

“A debut both thrilling and tender.”
—Ilana Masad, author of All My Mother’s Lovers

“...Amerikaland is a sweeping, absorbing story for the ages.”
—Jiordan Castle, author of Disappearing Act

“Tense and deftly plotted...[a] heart-stopping debut.”
—Courtney Sender, author of

In Other Lifetimes All I've Lost Comes Back to Me
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